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Deep purple Swarovski Crystals and an antique silver plated window are featured in these delicate chandelier earrings. Add a subtly elegant
finishing touch to any look.

What You'll Need

Antiqued Silver Cable Circle Chain 1.6mm - Bulk By The Foot
SKU: CHA-9887
Project uses 1 foot

Antiqued Silver Plated Plated Fish Hook Earring Hooks (50)
SKU: FEA-3091
Project uses 2 pieces

Antiqued Silver Plated 3 Ring Window Chandelier Earring Parts 24.5mm (2)
SKU: FEA-9909
Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Head Pins 1 Inch/22 Gauge (50)
SKU: FHP-5314
Project uses 2 pieces

Silver Plated Open Eye Pins 22 Gauge 1 Inch (x50)
SKU: FHP-6265
Project uses 2 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal 5328 5mm Bicone Beads Purple Velvet (20)
SKU: SWBB-1594
Project uses 8 pieces

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Wire Looping Pliers - Concave And Round Nose
SKU: XTL-5032

Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - Wire/Soft Flex
SKU: XTL-5600

Instructions:

Remember to double these instructions to make your matched pair of earrings.

1. Begin with two 1", 22 gauge silver plated head pins. Place a 5 mm purple velvet Swarovski Crystal bicone bead onto each head
pin. Use wire looping pliers to create a simple wire loop after each crystal bead and trim the excess with a pair of flush cutters.

2. Repeat this process with two 1", 22 gauge silver plated open eye pins and two more crystal beads.

3. Use flush cutters to cut a 3/4" length of 1.6 mm antique silver plated cable chain.

4. Take one of the crystal beads you've put on a head pin and use the wire loop you made to hang it from the loop inside the window
shape on a 24.5 mm antique silver plated window chandelier earring finding.

5. Hang one of the crystal beads you've put on an eye pin from each of the lower loops on the earring finding using the wire loop you
made.

6. Use the lower loops on these beads to attach one end of the chain to the bottom of each bead. Be sure the wire loops go through
the last loop on each end of the chain.

7. Hold the earring up straight and determine which link in the chain hangs in the middle at the bottom. Use the wire loop you made on
the second bead with a head pin to hang the bead from this link in the chain. Make sure it's the middle link so that the bottom bead
hangs directly between the middle two.

8. Use a pair of chain nose pliers to gently open the ring on the base of an antique silver plated fish hook earring hook and hang the
top loop of the earring finding on the ring. Close the ring. Make sure the front of the earring finding is facing forward.

See photo for more information on how these earrings should be put together.

Variations

Use a different window shaped chandelier earring finding with different colored Swarovski Crystals to achieve a different
style of earring.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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